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GLASS FABRICATION





Precision Glass Industries fabricates custom high-quality glass shower doors and enclosures, 
commercial insulated glass, laminated glass, glass railings, wall partitions, heavy glass 
entrance systems, as well as a wide selection of glass hardware.   

EMPOWERING
PEOPLE, TECHNOLOGY & SERVICE
IN ALL THAT WE DO



As our name suggests, we are precise in 
everything we do.  PGI is your comprehensive, 
custom glass fabrication partner who delivers 
exceptional experience from the first sales 
contact to the final glass delivery. 

Our diverse team is the heart of our fabricated 
glass. Our passion, dedication, teamwork, 
organization, and consistency are evident 
in every finished fabricated glass delivered 
to our clients daily. These value differences, 
combined with our innovative technologies, are 
how we maintain the highest overall product 
quality, on-time delivery, shortened lead times, 
and excellent customer service.
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Technology excellence strengthens our manufacturing capacity and capability. Our glass fabrication 
process utilizes the latest CNC, polishing, grinding, drilling and milling equipment allowing for precise 
cuts, notches, holes, miters, edges, polish, clarity, and smoothness for the perfect end product.  

Our latest equipment accurately fabricates more complex jumbo sizes and heavy glass types for shower 
doors, panels, railings, sliding doors, hinges, holes, notches, custom cut-outs and shapes that efficiently 
support commercial and architectural specifications promptly.

Whether your project comprises of a single glass shower door or hundreds of insulated glass units, we 
have the technology to ensure the highest quality and fastest turnaround time to meet your demands 
and schedule. 

TECHNOLOGY
EXCELLENCE



All glass is not created equal. Your specific glass requirements are possible with PGI because we can 
custom fabricate to your specifications without compromising quality. Our unique ability to partner with top 
manufactures and vendors will ensure you receive the best quality and product at an exceptional value.

Our standard product brands consist of tempered, heat-treated, monolithic, insulated units, laminated units, 
and laminated insulated units in a variety of styles and thicknesses.  

Since quality glass fabrication is our forte, we expanded our product brands to offer our clients high-quality 
AEON Glass Hardware and PIRAS (Precision Install-Ready Architectural Systems) for more selection and 
convenience.  AEON Glass Hardware modernizes frameless shower door enclosures, and heavy glass entrance 
systems.  PIRAS simplifies and eases the installation of the glass wall and entrance systems to create a stunning 
turn-key entrance.   

We take great pride in delivering these quality brands at the best value, on time, every time. Our brands are 
what our clients have come to expect from PGI. We fabricate only the best to endure the test of time and 
beautify any modern look.

OUR BRANDS



Clear 

Ultra Clear – Low Iron

Satin (Acid-Etch)

Tinted (Bronze or Grey)

Shower Guard

Back Painted Spandrel

Rain Pattern

Pattern 62 (Obscure)

With or Without Heat Treated 
(Clear, Crystal Gray, Gray, 
Ultra Clear)

Mirror

1/8, 3/16, 1/4, 3/8, 1/2

1/4, 3/8, 1/2

1/4, 3/8

1/4

3/8, 1/2

1/4

3/16, 3/8

3/16

1/4

1/4

All Guardian Sunguard commercial products

Custom styles or thicknesses upon request

STANDARD GLASS STYLES THICKNESSES

Ethylene Vinyl Acetate 
(EVA)

Polyvinyl Butyral 
(PVB)

SentryGlas Plus 
(SGP)

Clear
Milky-White
Black

Clear

Clear

More colors available upon request

LAMINATED GLASS INTERLAYERS COLORS

Available Glass Types & Thicknesses



We at PGI have created a reputation of excellence in our turn-key solutions. Our ordering process is 
thorough, quick, easy, and includes the best service from start to finish. PGI understands what is essential 
to your success; fabrication excellence, excellent customer service, fastest production time, on-time 
delivery, innovation driven, vast hardware selection, and overall product value.

PGI SOLUTIONS 



Whether you are installing new glass shower doors, commercial glass windows, glass railings, wall 
partitions, glass entrance systems, or you just need glass hardware, we will ensure that you will have the 
best quality product on time, which will help save overall project cost and time.



As your comprehensive, custom glass fabrication partner, we know how important it is to always get your 
glass delivered on time. With our diverse fleet of vehicles, we will safely transport all of your glass orders on 
schedule to your destination, increasing project efficiency and save on overall costs.

Convenience and access are at your fingertips. We offer our fulfillment services in a 4-step easy-to-access 
will-call app that makes your product pick up quick and stress-free as possible. 

PERSONALIZED SERVICES       

Have Your Order
Ready Before You Arrive

Schedule
Your Pick Up

Eliminate Your
Wait Time

In-N-Out
in 5 Minutes

We do not stop at our innovative way of servicing your will-call needs. Our shipping team will safely package 
and coordinate every glass delivery and will-call pick up from the start to your final location.

We value your business, time, and deadline. Our personalized service is all about excellent service, constant 
communication, and an on-time approach to save you time, every time.





D E D I C A T I O N   U N M A T C H E D

precisionglassindustr ies.com
sales@precisionglassindustr ies.com
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